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A picturesque plot in Wola Justowska

Price

3 300 000 zł
inf zł/m2

KRAKÓW
Królowej Jadwigi

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms

0.00 m2 0 0 0

Mint Property is pleased to present you a construction plot in
Wola Justowska.

Located in a picturesque corner of the prestigious district of Krakow, it
offers close access to the Wolski Forest, a beautiful view of the
surroundings and easy access from the city center and from the side of
the beltway.

The plot has an area of about 48a (4800 sqm) and has direct access to
the asphalt road. The property offers all utilities, including sewage
system, water, gas, and electricity.

The area is leveled, there is no drop. Ideally suited for the construction
of a large residence or for twin buildings.

An ideal proposition for people who want to live close to the city center,
while seeking peace and closeness to nature.
The location at the foot of the Wolski Forest guarantees access to green
recreational areas for residents and their quadrupeds, offering
numerous hiking and biking trails leading to the viewing point towering
above the city - Pilsudski Mound.

Nearby there are grocery stores, restaurants, educational facilities,
other shops and service outlets, and a picturesque park. The area also
has well-organized public transport.

The location also provides easy and quick access to:
- city center - 10 minutes
- Balice airport - 6 minutes
- A4 highway - 8 minutes

Presentation of the real estate possible after signing the brokerage
agreement.

Price: PLN 3,300,000

We invite you to contact us and for the presentation of the property

Dane agenta:
Jakub Ziembla

537814014 jakub.ziembla@mintproperty.pl


